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The fire statistics in the UKThe fire statistics in the UK

There are nominally 11,000 chip pan fires in the UK each yearThere are nominally 11,000 chip pan fires in the UK each year
and these result in 4,100 injuries and over 30 fatalities a yearand these result in 4,100 injuries and over 30 fatalities a year..



Section through hostel Section through hostel 



Fourth floor planFourth floor plan



Typical flat planTypical flat plan



The contextThe context



The problemThe problem

The room planning does not follow implicit The room planning does not follow implicit 
guidance in Approved Document B Fire Safety guidance in Approved Document B Fire Safety 
or the Home Office Guide to means of escape or the Home Office Guide to means of escape 
and related measures in certain existing houses and related measures in certain existing houses 
in multiple occupation in multiple occupation 

This guidance recommends that areas of This guidance recommends that areas of 
highest fire risk are placed as far away as highest fire risk are placed as far away as 
possible from the fire exit doorpossible from the fire exit door



An obvious and cheap solution?An obvious and cheap solution?

Provide a small dry powder extinguisher and a fire blanket in Provide a small dry powder extinguisher and a fire blanket in 
each room together with instructions to tenants not to fry each room together with instructions to tenants not to fry 
chips.chips.

However occupants of hostel rooms may have impaired However occupants of hostel rooms may have impaired 
consciousness for whatever reason.consciousness for whatever reason.



Effect of fighting with waterEffect of fighting with water



The chipThe chip--pan fire hazardpan fire hazard

A chipA chip--pan fire is a frightening phenomenon pan fire is a frightening phenomenon 
and a person has to be selfand a person has to be self--assured to be able assured to be able 
to deal with one.to deal with one.
It is possible that a person would not attempt It is possible that a person would not attempt 
to escape past a flaming chipto escape past a flaming chip--pan  fire adjacent pan  fire adjacent 
to a narrow escape pathto a narrow escape path
Use of water could be very hazardousUse of water could be very hazardous



ODPM graphic adviceODPM graphic advice



Government fire adviceGovernment fire advice

If a fire starts as you're deep frying: If a fire starts as you're deep frying: 

Only deal with it if it's small and in its early stages. Only deal with it if it's small and in its early stages. 
Never throw water over it. Never throw water over it. 
Don't move the pan. Don't move the pan. 
Turn off the heat (if it's safe to do so). Turn off the heat (if it's safe to do so). 
Run a cloth under the tap, wring out, and cover the pan Run a cloth under the tap, wring out, and cover the pan --
or use a fire blanket if you have one. or use a fire blanket if you have one. 
Leave the pan to cool completely. Leave the pan to cool completely. 
If you're not sure you can deal with the fire, close the door If you're not sure you can deal with the fire, close the door 
on the way out and call 999.on the way out and call 999.



Flaming of small amount of vegetable oil spilt Flaming of small amount of vegetable oil spilt 
onto unmodified hostel hotplate during testonto unmodified hostel hotplate during test



Early options considered for hostelEarly options considered for hostel

1.1. Leave the planning and installation arrangements as they Leave the planning and installation arrangements as they 
are. are. 

2.2. Relocate the hob away from the entrance. Relocate the hob away from the entrance. 
3.3. Install an automatic powder extinguisher immediately Install an automatic powder extinguisher immediately 

above the hob.above the hob.
4.4. Install a portable powder extinguisher and a fire blanket Install a portable powder extinguisher and a fire blanket 

in each room. in each room. 
5.5. Provide a portable, contained chip fryer Provide a portable, contained chip fryer 
6.6. Install a lowInstall a low--pressure water mist fire suppression system pressure water mist fire suppression system 
7.7. Install a fusibleInstall a fusible--linklink--actuated fiberglass roller curtain in actuated fiberglass roller curtain in 

front of the hob.front of the hob.
8.8. Build a breakBuild a break--out panel in the shower room giving direct out panel in the shower room giving direct 

access to the escape corridor. access to the escape corridor. 
9.9. Modify the hot plates so that it is impossible to produce a Modify the hot plates so that it is impossible to produce a 

chipchip--pan fire.pan fire.



Control Control –– energy versus thermostaticenergy versus thermostatic



The Italian jobThe Italian job

A hob was allegedly fitted with thermostats by the A hob was allegedly fitted with thermostats by the 
Italian manufacturer but after test in the hostel  it was Italian manufacturer but after test in the hostel  it was 
discovered that thermostats had not been fitted. discovered that thermostats had not been fitted. 
Several weeks were lost. Several weeks were lost. 
Lesson. DonLesson. Don’’t work with people who dont work with people who don’’t speak the t speak the 
language. Misunderstandings can occur on both language. Misunderstandings can occur on both 
sides!sides!



Inside the modified hob, no fusesInside the modified hob, no fuses



Inside modified hob with fuses fitted to Inside modified hob with fuses fitted to 
bottom coverbottom cover



Test with dropped paper towelTest with dropped paper towel



Heavy smoking of oil simulated by thermostatHeavy smoking of oil simulated by thermostat
failure in failure in DestechDestech test laboratorytest laboratory



DestechDestech test laboratory specialising in testing test laboratory specialising in testing 
of cooking appliancesof cooking appliances



Ceramic hob being tested as comparison with Ceramic hob being tested as comparison with 
conventional hotplateconventional hotplate



Eventual safety philosophyEventual safety philosophy

have a hob which cannot cause a fat fire but can have a hob which cannot cause a fat fire but can 
still be used for cooking, so that it can safely be still be used for cooking, so that it can safely be 
left where it is, confident in the knowledge that we left where it is, confident in the knowledge that we 
could not get a severe flaming fire, i.e. a chipcould not get a severe flaming fire, i.e. a chip--pan pan 
fire, that would prevent occupants from passing fire, that would prevent occupants from passing 
the hob, andthe hob, and
have smoke detection 24hr/day to cover the risk of have smoke detection 24hr/day to cover the risk of 
fire from any source for occupants who may be fire from any source for occupants who may be 
asleep and could be killed by smoke from a asleep and could be killed by smoke from a 
smoulderingsmouldering fire before heat detection operated.fire before heat detection operated.



The dilemmaThe dilemma

To input power at such a rate that water will To input power at such a rate that water will 
come to the boil in a short time but not so fast come to the boil in a short time but not so fast 
that the outthat the out--ofof--phase heating causes phase heating causes 
overheating of oil. overheating of oil. 



Energy regulation Energy regulation -- heating rate too low to heating rate too low to 
boil water in a reasonable timeboil water in a reasonable time
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Energy regulation gives continued heating of Energy regulation gives continued heating of 
oil with possibility of fireoil with possibility of fire

temperature of oil in test 4
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Section through hob and saucepan illustrating complex heat Section through hob and saucepan illustrating complex heat 

flow processesflow processes

Heating element
Cast steel hotplate

 

Air gap

Air gap

Air gap

Removable can

Cover to hotplate

Bottom of saucepan
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Bottom cover to whole hob
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Effective temperature control using thermostatEffective temperature control using thermostat

large hotplate, 1.25 pints oil, 150 off 135  on
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The Approving AuthoritiesThe Approving Authorities

Fire authorityFire authority
Building ControlBuilding Control
Housing Housing 
Environmental HealthEnvironmental Health

All have to be satisfiedAll have to be satisfied



Fire officer doing a check with a handFire officer doing a check with a hand--held held 
radiation thermometerradiation thermometer



Conclusions on the hostel problem  Conclusions on the hostel problem  

Fit a thermostat to each hotplateFit a thermostat to each hotplate

Fit a thermal fuse to each hotplateFit a thermal fuse to each hotplate

Fuses are considered necessary because there is a Fuses are considered necessary because there is a 
trivial probability that a thermostat could fail trivial probability that a thermostat could fail 
unsafe and the hob would revert to energy control unsafe and the hob would revert to energy control 
causing overheating.causing overheating.



The trivial risk of fuse failureThe trivial risk of fuse failure

The combined probability of The combined probability of 
a) a thermostat failing,a) a thermostat failing,
b) the fuseb) the fuse--failed  hotplate being used for fat cooking,failed  hotplate being used for fat cooking,
c) spilling fat onto the hotplate on that occasion, andc) spilling fat onto the hotplate on that occasion, and
d) spilling fat onto the hotplate when the hotplate is d) spilling fat onto the hotplate when the hotplate is 

at its highest temperature at its highest temperature 
is very low is very low 



General conclusionsGeneral conclusions

Manufacturing electric hobs which are fatManufacturing electric hobs which are fat--fire fire 
free is feasible and would greatly improve public free is feasible and would greatly improve public 
safety. safety. 
This approach could not be done so easily for This approach could not be done so easily for 
gasgas--fired hobs, but might with a little ingenuity. fired hobs, but might with a little ingenuity. 
Food for thought.Food for thought.



Stop incipient fire Stop incipient fire –– fit a special hob!fit a special hob!
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THE ENDTHE END


